The Role of External Defects in Chemical Sensing of Graphene Field-Effect Transistors
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ABSTRACT: A fundamental understanding of chemical sensing mechanisms in graphene-based chemical field-effect transistors (chemFETs) is essential for the development of next generation chemical sensors. Here we explore the hidden sensing modalities responsible for tailoring the gas detection ability of pristine graphene sensors by exposing graphene chemFETs to electron donor and acceptor trace gas vapors. We uncover that the sensitivity (in terms of modulation in electrical conductivity) of pristine graphene chemFETs is not necessarily intrinsic to graphene, but rather it is facilitated by external defects in the insulating substrate, which can modulate the electronic properties of graphene. We disclose a mixing effect caused by partial overlap of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of adsorbed gas molecules to explain graphene’s ability to detect adsorbed molecules. Our results open a new design space, suggesting that control of external defects in supporting substrates can lead to tunable graphene chemical sensors, which could be developed without compromising the intrinsic electrical and structural properties of graphene.
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As we are near the 10th anniversary of its discovery,1 it is evident that graphene has been one of the most studied materials of the past decade due to its exceptional electrical,2 mechanical,3 and thermal properties.4,5 Despite a short history, it has attracted huge scientific interest and as a result has been used in numerous advanced technological fields such as photonics,6 high-frequency electronics,7 nanoelectromechanical systems for mass detection,8 nanopores for DNA9 and DNA–protein complex detection,10 and highly sensitive gas sensor11 devices. In particular, the high specific surface area (∼2600 m²/g) of graphene offers each atom as an adsorption site for an analyte molecule. Moreover, the high carrier mobility of graphene (∼2500 to 40 000 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ for supported graphene depending on temperature, carrier density, and substrate phonons)12,13 and low 1/f noise compared to other solid state sensors14 makes it an exceptional candidate for chemical or biomarker sensing applications as highlighted in recent reviews.15,16 Previous studies have reported that graphene sensors can be integrated by using graphene produced via different routes, for example by mechanical exfoliation,17,18 chemical vapor deposition (CVD),19 chemical exfoliation,20,21 or sublimation of Si from SiC substrates.22 However, different synthesis and fabrication processes result in graphene with different atomic structures; i.e., pristine and monocrystalline, as well as defective and polycrystalline. In the latter case, defects can be in the form of grain boundaries, ripples, wrinkles, and point defects, resulting in sp³-like character at defects sites within the graphene crystal structure.23,24

While our groups19,20,25,26 and others14,17,21,27 have extensively studied the sensing mechanisms in defective graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), at this point, the operational mode of pristine graphene sensors is not as well-understood as in defective carbon nanomaterial based detectors.27 For instance, we have recently shown that sp³-like character of defect sites in graphene and CNT sensors can form low-energy
sorption sites for analyte molecules. This results in an inherent potential to significantly influence the electrical response of carbon-based sensors for a broad spectrum of chemical vapors. It has been shown that the Poole–Frenkel conduction regime, where an electron “jumps” through these defects, is key to enhancing the sensitivity and reversibility of these sensors.

In this study, we aim to explore the governing mechanisms of gas detection in pristine graphene-based chemical field-effect transistors (chemFETs). We focus on the idea that the operational mode of defect-free graphene should be completely different from defective graphene obtained by CVD or chemical exfoliation. The question we then ask is “How does the structure of pristine graphene interact with adsorbed molecules if there are no low energy sorption sites on its surface resulting from defects?” In particular, we aim to discover: (i) if the adsorption of molecules on the graphene surface results in charge transfer between the two, or if the measured response is due to Coulomb scattering, and (ii) how and if shifting the Fermi level contributes to the sensitivity and reversibility of the sensor. In contrast to graphene nanoribbon sensors, we focus on large-scale graphene sheets where edges and low densities of point defects are not expected to play a significant role in chemical sensing.

To this end, we used gas sensing experiments and performed systematic density functional theory (DFT) simulations to understand the details of the interactions between gas molecules and a pristine graphene chemFET device.

Experimentally, a pristine monocrystalline graphene sheet was obtained by micromechanical cleavage of graphite and transferred onto a n-doped Si substrate with a thin SiO$_2$ insulating layer ($t_{ox} = 100$ nm). The chemFET was fabricated using standard electron beam-lithography for electrode deposition and graphene channel definition. The detailed device fabrication procedure has been published elsewhere. Figure 1a and b shows the schematic representation of our fabricated device under sensing conditions and the corresponding scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image, respectively. In addition, Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw confocal microscope
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**Figure 1.** Characteristics of graphene device. (a) Schematic diagram of graphene device with source, drain, and n-doped Si gate. (b) Scanning electron image of the graphene channel (Gr) and contacts (Au). (c) Raman point spectra of mechanically exfoliated graphene following device fabrication confirming high quality monolayer graphene and (d) resistance of graphene device with respect to gate voltage (scattered points: experiment, solid curve: fit-result).
accounts for a maximum of ~14% of the total device resistance at low hole densities (V_{gd} = 25 V). This indicates R_c has a negligible influence on the response of our sensors.36

It must be noted that DCB is an electron acceptor while DMMP is an electron donor molecule. Therefore, once the vapor molecules come into contact with graphene, the adsorbed molecule is expected to change the charge carrier distribution instantaneously. In the case of exposure to DCB molecules we expect the DCB to accept an electron from the graphene device and enhance the hole charge carrier density, leading to an improvement in overall conductivity, as we are operating the sensor in the hole-doped regime. Thus we observe a sharp response (high sensing curve slope) immediately, and further the sharpness decreases gradually with time. In contrast, DMMP molecules donate electrons to graphene which neutralizes the hole charge carriers and thus partially diminish the total charge carrier density. The reduction in charge carrier density results in a drop in current and thus negative sensing signals.

In addition to sensing performance, Figure 2a and b also illustrates the effect of V_{gd}, i.e., the effect of variation in charge carrier density on sensitivity. By varying the V_{gd} from −20 to 20 V, the device operational point of the sensor with respect to charge carrier density shifts toward the charge neutrality point. Near the charge neutrality point the chemFET is exceptionally sensitive to variations in the number of charge carriers. For instance, as we increase the V_{gd} from −20 to 20 V, we observe that the sensitivity of the device operated at V_{gd} = 20 V is approximately 10 times higher than the sensitivity at V_{gd} = −20 V. Additionally, varying the V_{gd} permits us to probe the recovery time of the device under ambient conditions, which is a measure of the adsorption strength of gas molecules to the graphene surface. Interestingly, we find that the recovery time is significantly different for DCB and DMMP. When the chemFET is exposed to DCB, we find the recovery time gradually increases when we sweep the V_{gd} from −20 to 20 V. In the case of DMMP, recovery time decreases. The different recovery time and distinct phenomena with the applied gate potential can be understood in terms of gas molecule adsorption energy barriers similar to CNT devices.26

Next, we kept the back-gate voltage at V_{gd} = 0 and changed V_{sd} over the wide range between 0.2 and 1000 mV (Figure 2d). The sensitivity of the device to DCB and DMMP is consistent up to V_{sd} = 200 mV indicating that within this range there is no effect of the applied V_{sd} on the absorption/desorption of trace gas vapor molecules. We observed, however, that beyond V_{sd} = 200 mV, the sensitivity decreases radically. We realized that the trend observed in V_{sd} range of 0.2–200 mV for pristine graphene is different from that of defective graphene and CNT sensors. In our previous work, we have shown that defective graphene and CNT sensors are insensitive to gas adsorption at low applied voltages until a critical potential is reached.19 The sensor response then rapidly increases over a small range of voltage. The critical voltage roughly corresponds to the barrier for electron hopping between defect sites. However, for pristine graphene chemFETs, we did not observe a critical potential for the device sensitivity, suggesting that the sensing mechanism of pristine graphene is different from defective graphene and CNTs.

To gain an in-depth understanding of the operational mode of pristine graphene sensors, we performed systematic DFT calculations. We investigated the role of pristine graphene and the supporting substrate independently, prior to combining the two into the materials system which mimics actual experimental conditions. We also studied the molecular bond structure of DCB and DMMP in terms of bond lengths and bond angles at...
their fully relaxed stage (the maximum residual force < 0.01 eV/Å), and values are in good agreement with previous work (Supporting Information, Figure S1). We note that DCB or DMMP molecules can be adsorbed by various means on the graphene surface; therefore, four different configurations were considered, configurations A–D (Figure S2). The initial gap between gas molecules and graphene was 3 Å for DCB and 2.8 Å for DMMP under the assumption that direct chemical bonding does not exist between the adsorbed molecules and the graphene. The binding energy was calculated by subtracting the energy of the adsorbed gas molecules and graphene from the total energy of the system. The lowest binding energy (E_b) has been perceived for configuration position C (DCB-graphene) and B (DMMP-graphene), respectively (Table S1). We note that there is no significant difference of binding energy among different configurations, suggesting that the interaction between graphene and the gas molecule is independent of the molecule configuration on the graphene layer.

In our simulations, we first considered gas molecules deposited on pristine graphene (free-standing) with and without water molecules. Each structure is fully relaxed, and then the local density of states (LDOS) for graphene is extracted. We observed that both DCB and DMMP gas molecules do not disturb the LDOS of graphene significantly, particularly near the charge neutrality point (Figure 3a). This suggests the gas molecules are physically adsorbed (physi- sorption) on the graphene surface. In this non-bonding configuration, the adsorbed gas molecules are in contact with graphene by means of weak van der Waals forces. These forces do not create a significant deviation in the graphene lattice; hence, the fundamental electronic features of graphene are not altered. We performed additional simulations using two DMMP molecules to confirm the negligible effect of gas molecules on the graphene LDOS, which is not due to the lack of number of gas molecules (Figure S3), and again, no difference is observed in the LDOS spectrum of graphene. This confirms that the consequent effect is independent of the number of adsorbed gas molecules.

Next, we investigated pristine graphene on pristine SiO2, i.e., defect-free graphene supported by an idealized (e.g., absence of Si and/or oxygen dangling bonds), charge neutral substrate which is unlike that in our experiments but readily achieved in simulations. The LDOS of pristine graphene on defect-free SiO2 overlaps with the LDOS of freely suspended pristine graphene (Figure 3b). This suggests that the electronic properties of pristine graphene are not altered when graphene is directly placed on pristine SiO2. It should be noted that both pristine graphene and pristine SiO2 are highly inert materials. The deposition of pristine graphene over pristine SiO2 indicates that two inert materials are put together and consequently, charge transfer does not take place between the idealized substrate and graphene. As a result no doping of the graphene occurs, resulting in no shift of the Dirac point of graphene. With the defect-free SiO2, water molecules are also integrated in the system by considering that water molecules exist at the interface between graphene and the pristine SiO2 substrate. The LDOS spectrum of the system perfectly coincides with the pristine graphene LDOS spectra. Therefore, we conclude water molecules have an insignificant impact on the LDOS of graphene. In addition, the presence of water molecules does not have a substantial impact on the LDOS of graphene even with adsorption of DCB or DMMP molecules (Figure 3c). Thus, on the basis of the above result we can conclude that neither the idealized SiO2 substrate nor the water molecules are solely responsible for the electronic sensing performance of graphene-based chemFET sensors.

Next, we simulated a more realistic materials system similar to that used in experiments, i.e., defective SiO2 with pristine graphene and different numbers of water molecules. To mimic the experimental condition, cristobalite type SiO2 which induces p-type characteristics to graphene is constructed for the simulations. An alternative scenario is to use amorphous SiO2 in the presence of O2 and N2 molecules. It is worth noting that in the latter case, the only role of O2 and N2 is to modulate the electronic structure of the graphene, and they are expected not to participate in the sensing process (interaction with DMMP and DCB molecules). Thus, in either of these simulations, the sensing mechanism of the graphene is the same as long as the electronic structure of the graphene remains stable.

In the first set of simulations, there are no water molecules, and thus graphene interacts directly with defective SiO2. It is clearly shown in Figure 4a that the Dirac point is shifted from...
zero toward higher energies. The shift in Dirac point is approximately 0.18 eV, and the charge transfer based on Mulliken charge population is 0.362e, where e is the elementary charge. In the case of defective SiO$_2$, defect induced dangling bond states for the Si substrate atoms create electron efficiency sites into the substrate. This gives rise to the charge transfer process between graphene and SiO$_2$, which slightly distorts the graphene planar lattice and p-dopes the graphene.

Figure 4a also illustrates the effect of the density of water molecules placed between graphene and defective SiO$_2$ on the LDOS. We found that the presence of water molecules can enhance the doping level of the graphene film if they are placed on defective SiO$_2$, while no effect on the LDOS is observed if the substrate is pristine (Figure 3c). It should be considered that water molecules are very sensitive to external electrical fields and thus can be polarized at the defective SiO$_2$ surface generating a net negative charge which further generates equal positive charge on the graphene layers.$^{42,43}$ As shown in Figure 4a, increasing number of water molecules can further shift the LDOS of graphene to higher energies (∼100 meV when increasing from 2 to 4 water molecules).$^{42}$ In addition, the charge transfer is 0.184e and 0.328e for 2 water and 4 water molecules, respectively.

Figure 4b and c illustrates the effect of adsorbed gas molecules on graphene deposited over defective SiO$_2$. We observed that the LDOS of the system is shifted to the right (∼0.02 eV) and left (∼0.05 eV) due to adsorption of DCB and DMMP molecules, respectively. Charge transfer also supports the result that DCB acts as an electron acceptor and DMMP an electron donor; thus as a result, in the presence of DCB and DMMP molecules the LDOS of graphene is shifted to lower and higher energies, accordingly. In terms of the change in the position of the Dirac point, DCB molecules are less effective than DMMP, which is consistent with our experimental results.

To understand the charge transfer mechanisms, understanding the relative states of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of graphene and gas molecules is of fundamental importance. In relation to the relative position of the HOMO and the LUMO, three states can be found: (i) the HOMO where the valence band is maximum, (ii) the LUMO where the conduction band is minimum, and (iii) the Fermi level of graphene. For the first and second scenarios, the charge transfer will occur from the molecule to graphene and graphene to the molecule, respectively. In the last case, the charge transfer between graphene and gas molecules can be determined by the
overlapping or mixing of the HOMO or LUMO with the graphene orbital hybridization.\textsuperscript{39,44} Figure 4d and e elucidates the orbital structure of graphene with DCB and DMMP molecules. For the DCB case, the HOMO and LUMO are equally close to the Dirac point. However, a close examination reveals that the position of the HOMO (−2.83 eV) and the LUMO (2.65 eV) is different considering the Dirac point of graphene is at 0.31 eV. Thus the LUMO (DCB) is closer to the graphene Dirac point, and hence charge transfer occurs from graphene to DCB. In the case of DMMP, the HOMO (−1.85 eV) of DMMP largely overlaps with the graphene Fermi level, and the LUMO (5.16 eV) is far from the Dirac point of graphene. As a result DMMP works as an electron donor. This explains the larger charge in DMMP graphene Fermi level, and the LUMO (5.16 eV) is far from the graphene Dirac point. In the case of DMMP, the HOMO (−1.85 eV) of DMMP largely overlaps with the graphene Fermi level, and the LUMO (5.16 eV) is farther from the Dirac point of graphene. As a result DMMP works as an electron donor. This explains the larger charge in DMMP graphene Fermi level, and the LUMO (5.16 eV) is far from the Dirac point of graphene.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the effect of DMMP molecules on the structure of defective SiO\textsubscript{2}-graphene with varying numbers of water molecules. After the adsorption of DMMP molecules, the Dirac point is shifted to the left by approximately 0.05 eV in the absence of water. When water is present, the Dirac points are shifted to the left by 0.053 and 0.057 eV for two and four water molecules cases, respectively. The charge transfer information for each system is summarized in Table 1, and it shows that the effect of water molecules on the charge transfer of DMMP is not significant. These results suggest that, in the presence of gas molecules, water molecules work like a charge carrier media as they enhance the conductivity and doping level of the system but do not promote the charge transfer process from the gas molecule to graphene.

To verify the DFT results, further sensing experiments were performed on suspended graphene devices (Figure 6a). The details of the fabrication procedure are described in the Supporting Information. We injected a wide range of number of gas molecules (\(\sim 10^{13} - 10^{17}\) molecules of DCB and DMMP) and did not observe any response (the ratio of change in current and initial current in percentage) from the suspended devices. The initial resistance \(\sim 500 \, \Omega\) remained constant. Figure 6b shows the obtained raw data (the change in resistance with respect to time). We also fabricated pristine graphene sensors fabricated on hydrogen-passivated SiO\textsubscript{2} substrates (300 nm SiO\textsubscript{2} on Si, see the Supporting Information). It should be noted that hydrogen atoms at elevated temperature, e.g. 400 °C, saturate the dangling bonds in SiO\textsubscript{2} and thus reduce the density of defects (e.g., dangling bonds) significantly.\textsuperscript{45,46}

Interestingly, pristine graphene sensors fabricated on hydrogen-passivated SiO\textsubscript{2} also did not display a noticeable response when exposed to a similar number of gas molecules (Figure SSB in Supporting Information). Thus, these experimental results further confirm that external defects (in substrate) dominate the sensing characteristics of pristine graphene-based chemFETs or chemresistors. The obtained results strongly support the DFT conclusions as discussed above.

In conclusion, our experimental results suggest the sensing mechanism of pristine graphene chemFETs is not similar to that of defective graphene chemFETs where defects in the graphene lattice are dominant factors controlling the sensing characteristics of the device. Second, our study elucidates that pristine graphene-based chemFETs are not strongly intrinsically sensitive (in terms of modulation of electrical conductivity) to adsorbed gas molecules. Instead, we found that defective substrates are needed to more strongly modulate the electrical properties of graphene. In this respect, external defects are shown to be responsible for the sensing characteristics of pristine graphene chemFETs. Finally, based on theoretical analysis, we explored that the sensing mechanism for graphene chemFETs is based on partial overlap of the HOMO and LUMO of adsorbed gas molecules and graphene on defective SiO\textsubscript{2}. This suggests graphene chemFET sensitivity could be tailored by engineering the substrate properties. Therefore, these results will be highly beneficial for designing and engineering graphene chemFETs for various applications such as sensors and electronic devices.
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